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Enchanting leveling guide wowhead

This fascinating leveling guide shows you the fastest and easiest way to level up your enchanting skills from 1 to 800. For Legion Patch 7.0.3 update you will spend a lot of money on this profession if you want to buy all the materials from the auction house. It depends on the region economy, but it can cost thousands of gold. Enchanting
goes well with tailoring because it doesn't require a profession to get together to support any of these. Leveling tailors and enchants at the same time can make most cloths. If you have less gold, it's a good idea to give this Gold Making Guide a try, it will help you make loads of gold. If you're leveling your character, or if you're just starting
a new alt, it's a good idea to use the leveling guide. In this guide, you can level your character to level 110 in 7 days. Fascinating Guide Section: Apprentice 1 - 50 Journeyman 50 - 135 Expert 135 - 220 Artisan 220 - 300 Master 300 - 350 Grand Master 350 - 425 Illustration Ria S425 - 500 Zen 500 - 600 Draenor 600 Warlords 600 - 700
Legion 700 - 800 1-700 Required Approximation Material: It is not recommended that you buy everything before reaching that skill level where you need materials. 1× Copper rod 134× Strange Dust 10× Greater Magic Essence 10× Simple Wood - Vendor 25× Lesser Astral Essence 120× Soul Dust 155× Vision Dust 20× Purple Lotus 25×
Lesser Nether Essence 15 x Eternal Essence 230× Dream Dust Burning Crusade - Outland 340 × Archaine Dust 5× Large Prism Shard 20 × Small Planer Essence 15× Nightmare × 15- Crystal Vial - Rich King Vendor Wrath - North × Infinite Dust 27× × Universe Essence 15 Abyss Crystal 3× Dream Shard Catacmatic 353× Hypnosis
Dust 10× Small Natural Essence 30× Large Celestical Essence Pandaria 125× Spirit Dust 34× Mystery Essence Drainer Warlords, let's see what you give when it's unending. Go to my mesmerizing guide and find out more about the mess. Visit any trainer in the old major cities of Ateros - just ask for a guard and learn the apprentice
fascination. Check out my mesmerizing guide 1-110. It's about leveling enchanted from 1 to 110 at almost no cost. I also recommend that you go to the auction house now and search for the following recipes: [Formula: Enchanted Breaker - Greater Stamina] If you can afford it, you need to put the most enchanted in The Velm, then try
selling enchanted at the auction house. You can buy [Enchanting Verum] from a mesmerizing supply vendor near your trainer. Learn fascinating traveler. 50-90 55 x [Enchanted Blazer: Minor Health] - 55 Strange Dust 90-100 10 x [Enchanted Bracer: Minor Stamina] - 30 Strange Dust If the strange dust is cheap and the large magic
essence is too expensive in your area, you can make this enchanted up to 120. 100-110 10 x [Greater Magic Wand] - 10 Simple Wood, 10 Greater Magic Essences You can buy Simple Wood from a fascinating supply vendor near your trainer,Any General Commodity Vendor. Learn fascinating professionals 135-155 20 x [Enchanted
Blazer - Small Stamina] - 40 Soul Dust 155-185 40 x [Enchanted Breaker - Smaller Strength] 80 Soul Dust If you start the guide from this point, read the 110-135 part. There is a place listed there for this recipe. This will turn yellow at 165, but if 2 soul dust is much cheaper than 1 Less Mystic Essence, keep making these up to 185. If not a
165 switch: 165-185 20 x [Enchanted Blazer: Vitality] - 20 Lesser Mystic Essence 185-220 40 x [Enchanted Blazer: Strength] - 40 Vision Dust learns fascinating artisans. 230-235 5 x [Enchant Boots - Stamina] - 25 Vision Dust 235-240 5 x [Enchant Chest: Excellent Health] - 30 Vision Dust 265-300 40 x [Enchant shield: Greater Stamina] -
200 Dream Dust Location - Watch out! Don't make a mistake to buy it at alt and try to mail it. It is also a limited supply item, this is something you have to wait for if someone buys it in front of you. Check the auction house and if 2 [Small Brilliant Shard] is cheaper than 5 [Dreamdust], go to Winter Spring, find Qia, buy the recipe [Formula:
Enchant Chest - Major Health], and make an enchanted until the shard runs out or reaches 300. Recipes require fascinating skills 275 to learn, so you will need some dream dust between 265-275 to make shield enchants. Visit your trainer and learn fascinating masters. 300-310 10 x [Enchanted Blazer: Lesser Assault] - 60Alkene Dust
310-320 10 x [Enchanted Blazer - Brown] - 60 Arcaine Dust 320-330 12 x [Enchanted Gloves - Assault] - 96 If Alkandust is expensive in your area, or because it is based on the number of skill points you get If you don't want to level with yellow recipes, you need to make the following recipes: 10× [Enchant Chest - Major Versatility] - 20
Large Planer Essences 330-335 5 x [Enchant Shield - Major Stamina] - 75 Alcane Recipes Sold by Mrs. Ruby in Shatras City. While you are here, you will also need to buy the following two recipes for the guide: Don't leave the outland until you buy them. Click on the link below to find out where it is. Superior Wizard Oil is also sold by Mrs.
Ruby. 335-340 5 x [Enchant Shield - Resilience] - There is a really cheap way of replacing the 5 large prism shards, 20 small planar essences, but only Brad Elf can benefit from it. Because of their racial abilities, it allows them to get 10 free skill-ups by converting them into three small prism shards and converting the big prism shards
back again. It is only affected by the conversion from one large prism shard to three small prism shards. Therefore, you will have the opportunity to get half the skill up in time (the other half time will return to three small prism shards). This can be made for quite a long session to get your 10 free levels. What you need: [Formula: Big Prism
Shard] - is sold by these NPCS. [Formula: Small Prism]- Learn from trainers 340-350 15x [Superior Wizard Oil] - 45 Alkene Dust, 15 Nightmare Bain, 15 Crystal Viale - Recipe Location you can buy Crystal Viars from trade supply, or alchemy supply vendors. This recipe is already yellow when you learn it, so you may need to make 14-16.
Visit your trainer and learn fascinating Grand Master. 350-375 25 x [Enchant Cloak - Speed] - 75 Infinity Dust 390-405 15 x [Abyssal Shattered] - 15 Abyss Crystal Crystal Crystals use dust and essence to enter fascinating levels up to 425 and sell the rest in the auction house. If your level is high enough, you can get [Abyss Crystal] from
the old Raid instance of North Rend. 10man is much easier, but if you can handle it, I would recommend Naxxramas 25man. Make less fascination if you can't farm or buy (25man drop 4 epics instead of 2) [Abyscrystal] 405-411 2 x [Enchantment Gloves - Hurry] - 24 Infinite Dust 411-423 3 [Enchantment Gloves - Accuracy] - 12 Great
Essence Universe Visit your trainer, Learn the fascinating Illustrated Rias Grand Master. From this point on, you really need to try putting the most fascination on The Bellum and then try to sell enchantments at the auction house. 440-455 15 x [Enchantman Cloak - Smaller Power] - 45 Hypnosis Dust 485-490 5 x [Enchantment Gloves -
Rush] - 25 Hypnosis Dust, 10 Great Natural Essences If you want, you can start making the following recipes with a guide and skip this part. It depends on the price of the essence of the big heavens. 490-495 5 x [Enchanted Shield - Mastery] - Check your calendar in the game to see if the 60 Hypnosis Dust Dark Moon Fair is open and
the event will start at 00:01 on Sunday before the first Monday of every month. You can earn +5 skill points by completing a single quest. Click here to learn more about quests Visit your trainer and learn Zen enchanting. 500-527 9 x [Enchanted Blazer - Mastery] - 36 Spirit Dust 551-557 3 x [Enchanted Cloak - Precision] - 21 Spirit Dust
things change a little with Draenor warlords because they no longer learn the next rank from trainers. You need to get the Drainoa Enchanted scroll to upgrade your maximum enchanting skills to the 700. This scroll will also tell you some basic recipes that you will use for enchanting levels. There are three ways to get this scroll: the work
order for the work order converts 5 x [Draenic Dust] to 2 x [Fracture Temporal Crystal] and is 4 if you have followers in the building. If you read my guide to followers with professional characteristics, you can read more about followers. A work order takes four hours to complete, but you don't need to log in every four hours because you can
line up in a line of work orders. All you need to know is that all recipes between 625-700 that you can use for a level require a Destroyed Head Crystal. You need to complete a job order and you also need to make a cooldown [temporal crystal] of your daily profession every day to get these crystals. The recipe learned from scrolling to get
a new recipe is only good for leveling between 1-625.You will need to buy new recipes in Enchanters Study up to 700 levels. When you learn [Draynoa Enchanting], you will get the recipe [Secret of Draynoa Enchanting]. This is necessary to create a currency that can be used to buy new recipes, but only one is made from this currency
every day. Leveling 600-700 600-613 13 x [Emission Shard] - 260 Drainic Dust Keep 12 Level these and use the following steps: Level 100 is required for this part. First, visit your enchanting trainer EnchanterNaltanis in Dalaran. Just walk to the city guards and you'll be able to ask for the location of the enchanting trainer. After you've
learned enchanting, pick up some fascinating nights from the quest EnchanterNaltanis. Quest rewards are Region Enchantor. The most fascinating recipe to unlock recipes is unlocked by doing quests. These quests are given by one of the NPCs around the trainer. Before continuing with this guide, you need to reach level 110 and
complete all the fascinating quests. There are 29 fascinating quests in total and they are pretty straight, so I don't write down all the quest details. Some of the quests will guide you into dungeons, but if you start them at 110, you can easily finish all quests in a few hours, otherwise you will have to wait because later quests have level
requirements. The last quest goes down to the core and the reward is 4 enchanted that you use between 760 and 800. Recipe Rank Most Legion Recipes currently have 3 ranks. With higher ranked recipes, you can make items for less material. Therefore, you should use a Rank 3 recipe only when possible. Rank 3 recipes come from
different sources like vendors, world quests, reputations, dungeon drops, and even rated battlefield wins. Hover your mouse over a small star in your spellbook to see the source of the next rank of the selected recipe. Some of the unlocked World Quest Rank 3 recipes come from World Quests. To get these quests, you must first complete
the unification of the island by reaching a friendly reputation with all Legion factions. You can get this quest from AsageKadgar (level 110 required). After unlocking quests, you must level your fascination to at least 100 to unlock the world quests of the profession. 700 - 740 There are four enchantants you can make: 40 x [Rank 3 - Critical
Strike Words] - 400 x [Arcana] 40 x [Rank 3 - Sudden Words] - 400 x [Arcana] 40 x [Rank 3 - Master Words] - 400 x [Alkana] 40 x [Rank 3 - Words of Versatility] - 400 x [Alkana] - 400 x You can buy Rank 2 recipes from Yildin Sadness in Daralan near your trainer. Three of the Rank 3 recipes come from World Quests, but the world quests
you get are randomly generated, so you'll have to get one right away and wait a few days for one to pop up. If you are honored with Dream Weaver, you can get a [Formula: Enchanting - Words of Versatility - Rank 3] recipe from Sylvia Heartshorn. 740 - 780 Make 40 from these: 40×40× [Rank 3 - Join Critical Strikes] - 160× [Chaos
Crystal], 1400 x40× [Rank 3 - Join in a hurry] - 160× Chaos Crystal, 1400 x [Arkhana] 40 x [Rank 3 - Mastery Join] - 160 x [Chaos Crystal], 1400 x [Arcana] 40 x [Rank 3 - Versatile Binding] - 160 x [Chaos Crystal], 1400 x [Arcana] You can buy Rank 2 recipes from Ildin Sadness Recipes at nearby Daran Trainer. Rank 3 Recipes: 780 - 800
You make the same recipe as the previous step, but all of them will be yellow between 780-790 and green between 790-800. That means you don't have to get all the craft skill points, so the number of recipes you need to craft will vary for everyone. You'll probably need to craft between 25-35. 25 x [One of the previous recipes] - - 100 x
[Chaos Crystal], 875 x [Arkhana] Dark Moon Fair Dark Moon Dark Moon You need to check your calendar-in game to see if the Dark Moon Fair is open, the event starts at 00:01 on Sunday before the first Monday of every month. You can earn +5 skill points by completing a single quest (use it in 795). Click here to learn more about
quests I hope you liked this fascinating guide, congratulations on reaching the 800! (Back to top)
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